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Let G be a graph on v iabelled vertices with E edges, without loops or multiple edges Let 
v -3 m and let E = E(v) be a function of v such that lim E(v)/v2” = c. The limit of the probability 
that a random graph is a unit interval graph, indifference graph or proper interval graph is 
exp( - ic3). 
Let G be a graph with a finite set A of v labelled vertices and E unlabelled, 
undirected edges. For x and y in A, x # y, we write x I y if (x, y) is an edge of G. 
Loops and multiple edges are excluded. 
G is a unit interval graph [4, p. 1441 if and only if, for each x in A, there c~ists 
an interval J(X) of the real line, closed and of unit length, such that 
x I y if and only if J(x) n J(y) # fl. ((1) 
Unit interval graphs have applications in psychology, archeology, political science, 
economics and other fields [4,5]. 
A random graph with 2, labelled vertices and E edges is defined [2] as one in 
\vhich the E edges are chosen randomly, without replacement, from the (2”) 
possiible edges so that all C,,, possible graphs are equiprobable, where 
2) 
C u.E = ( 1 
0 2 
E l 
If U,,, is the number of graphs on v labelled vertices qnd E edges that ar\: unit 
interval graphs, then the probability u,E(u.i.g.) that a random graph on u labelled 
vertices and E edges is a unit interval ph is U&.L. 
We shall describe the behavior of ,E(u.i.g.) letting 2, 3~ and E = LE(u) 
increase as a function of 21. 






lim ,,,E(UI(u.i.g.) =exp(--$c3). (3) 
V-+Q, 
For large t, and E, as long as E31u” is not very large compared to 1, 
I 
&.i.g.) - exp - 
t 0 y 4p’(l -p)3 ) . ) (4 
where p = E/(s). 
. The proof requires some more definitions and theorems. A graph G is an 
interval graph if and only if, for each x in A, there exists an interval J(X) of the 
real line such that (1) holds. (This definition does not require J(x) to be closed or 
of unit length.) Roberts [4, p. 1441 proved that G is a unit interval graph if and 
only if G is an interval graph and does not contain ICI3 as an induced subgraph. 
(A graph H is an induced subgraph of G if the vertices and edges of IH are among 
the vertices and edges of G and there is an ec?ge between two vertices of H 
whenever there is an edge between those two vertices in G.) 
The degree d(G) of a graph G with II vertices and E edges is 2Elu. A graph G 
is strongly balanced if any proper subgraph of G has a smaller degree than d(G). 
G is balanced if any subgraph has a degree not greater than d(G). 
We see that d(K13) =$ and that ICI3 is strongly balanced. 
Let 2 be some property of a graph, and let P&Z) be the probability that a 
random graph on II labelled vertices and E edges has the property 2. Let f be a 
real-valued function of a real argument. Define f to be a threshold function for 
the property Z if and only if, for any E > 0 ther are positive numbers S, A and u. 
such that for o > vu0 and EC sf(v) we have ,,&Z)< E, while for II > 21~ and 
E 2 df(u) we have &Z)> 1 - E. By a theorem of Erdiis and Renyi [2, p. 231, 
quoted as Theorem .A in [ 13, u213 is the threshold function for tlhe property that a 
graph has a subgraph isomorphic to K 13. In other words, as II +s ~0, the probability 
that a random graph on ZI Eabellled vertices contains at least one subgraph 
isomorphic to K 13 approaches 0 if Jim E(w)/u~ = c and b <2-2/d(K13) = 3, while 
the same probability approaches I if lim E(zI)/u~ = c and !I >$. Any balanced 
subgraph of degree d > $ has a threshold funsdon u2-2’d > 10~‘~ and hence will 
appear with asymptotic probability 0 in the limis (2). So any subgraph isomorphic 
to ICI3 is an induced subgraph with probability 1 in the limit (2), because any 
additional edges on the given 4 vertices would yield at least one triangle on 3 of 
Ihe vertices, and a triangle is of hi&er degree :haa $. 
Letikerkerker and Boland [3] proved that a graph G is ani interval graph if and 
no induced subsaphs isomorphic to any member of five classes 
ubgraphs. The graphs in all five of these classes are 
erefore balanced, ;~nd of degree d = y or larger. The 
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threshold functions for the appearance of these forbidden subgraphs in random 
graphs on II labelled vertices are of the form ob, where b =Z 2 - 2/d = 2. Hence 
these forbidden subgraphs appear with probability 0 in the limit (2). Therefore, in 
the limit (2), ,,E(vj(u.i.g.) is the probability that a large random graph contains no 
ICI3 subgraphs. We now compute this probability, using 11, Theorem 21. 
Let B be an arbitrary finite class of strongly balanced graphs G1, . . . , G,, ah 
having the same degree d. Let the number of (labelled) vertices of Gi be Ui and 
the number of edges be Ei. Let Bi denote the number of graphs with I.+ labelled 
vertices which are isomorphic to Gi. 
Theorem 2. kt Ak denote the event that a random graph contains exactly k 
subgraphs each isomorphic to some element of B. Assume that, as the number v of 
labelled vertices of a random graph is increased, the aumber E(v) of edges is also 
increased so that lim,,, E( v)/v~--~‘* = c. Here d is the degree of each graph in B, 
while E(v) and v refers to the (edges and vertices of the random graph. Then 
P ,,.&A& k = 0, 132, . . -3 is, asymptotically, a Poisson distribution 
P u.E(uI(Ak)- Ake-“iK 
where we define p = E(v)/@) and 




A is the asymptotic expected number of subgraphs isomorphic to scme graph Gi in B. 
In the altema tive m.>del . . . of a random graph in which each ea!ge is chosen 
independently according to a Bernoulli trial with probability p oj success, A is the 
precise expected number of subgraphs isomorphic to some graph G, in 13. As v 
increases, h + h *, where 
A*‘-l 2 Bi(2C)Et/Vi!, (2:) 
i=l 
and we have the precise statement 
lim K.EW (Ak) = (A*)ke-A */k!. ” 
D--roD 
(* *) 
There are exactly 4 graphs with 4 llabelled vertices that are isomorphic to K, a~ 
any one of the 4 vertices may be chosen to be the central vertex of K13 and the 
t remaining vertices are kxed. Therefore, with m = a’ = I, B1 = 4, El = 3, vl = 4 and 
4 , k = 0, (* *) and (2) of Theorem 2 imply (3) of the theorem to be pro 
1 and (1) of Theorem 2 imply (4) of the theorem to be proved. 
1 proof. 
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,A graph G is defined to be an indifference graph [4] if and only if there exists a 
function from the set A of vertires into the real line such that for all x in y in A, 
x if y if and only if If(x) - ,f(y)\ 6 1. A graph G is defined to be a proper interval 
if and if, for x in there exists J(X) the real 
such that ( 1) holds and no one of these intervals is properly contained in another. 
The class of unit interval graphs is the same as the class of indifference graphs and 
the class of proper interval graphs [4, p. 1443. Thus our theorem also gives the 
asymptotic probabilities of these classes of graphs. 
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results of [4] and the 
for improving the exposition. 
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